Adventures of Superman Vol. 1

The best creators in comics take on the
Man of Steel, in this collection of stand
alone Superman stories written by Michael
Avon Oeming (Powers), Jeff Parker
(BATMAN 66), Jeff Lemire (SWEET
TOOTH) and many others, with artwork by
Pia Guerra (Y: THE LAST MAN), Chris
Samnee
(Daredevil)
and
others.
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN is a
great jumping on point for new readers
interested in the Man of Steel. These tales
feature battles with some of Supermans
greatest foes, including Lex Luthor,
Bizarro, Brainiac and Zod!Collecting the
digital
first
stories,
reprinted
in
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #1-5.

Some of comics top creators take on the Man of Steel in this collection of stand-alone Superman stories from
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #1-5! Dont missThe Adventures of Superman series continued the numbering
sequence from the canceled title Superman (Volume 1) with issue #424 in January of 1987.Dangerous Ground:
Metropolis believes Clark Kent is dead, so Lex Luthor begins a plan to get back at Intergang for his murder. He also
sends Jose DelgadoAdventures of Superman last edited by pikahyper on 06/18/18 11:22PM View full history.
Adventures of Superman (Volume 1). Preceded by Superman VolumeSearch: Superman is still missing after last issue
when he fought the Thanagarians and took a dive. Guardian is out searching, and instead he findsDoppelgangster: The
synopsis for this issue has not yet been written. Featured Characters: Superman.The Hero of Metropolis: In the middle of
Zero Hour, Superman goes to check on his home in Metropolis, and finds himself in an alternate timeline.Blindspot!:
Some drunks find a piano filled with stolen Intergang goods, then give them over to Blindspot. Some drunks find a piano
filled with stolen IntergangBlood& Thunder: The synopsis for this issue has not yet been written. Featured Characters:
Superman.Kismet: The Road Not Taken: Kismet tells Superman about other ways his life could have gone. Kismet tells
Superman about other ways his life could haveAdventures of Superman (2013- ) #1 (Adventures of Superman Vol. 2
#1). by Be the first to ask a question about Adventures of Superman (2013- ) #1Be It Ever So Deadly: After
experiencing headaches, Superman goes to Antarctica to check on the Eradicator and discovers it has built an
underground fortressDeath of a Legend: As Bloodwynd is forced to spirit Ice away (due to injuries sustained fighting
Doomsday), Jimmy asks Lois if Superman truly is dead.Collision Course: Returning from space (after the conclusion of
Superman (vol 2)#88), Superman finds his powers to be almost uncontrollable, and causesCult of Persuasion (prologue):
During a quiet night in Metropolis, the citizens of the city suddenly find their primetime entertainment interrupted by a
broadcastChristmas Thieves: On Christmas Eve, Superman has his hands full when a trip to Jurgens Department Store
for a gift for Lois launches a full night of nabbing aThe Tiny Terror of Tinseltown: Mr. Mxyzptlk appears again to give
Superman no end of trouble as he first causes a Big Belly Burger mascot statue to come toThe Hand That Robs the
Cradle!: Superman and the Forever People team up. Superman and the Forever People team up.Tin Soldiers: A robotic
Superman is damaged in a fall, and when he wakes up in a hospital, he thinks he is the real Superman. It turns out that he
was built to
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